
Better The Life Of Your Pet With 10 Cat
Approved Projects
Are you a proud cat owner looking for creative ways to improve the well-being of
your feline friend? Look no further! In this article, we will explore ten cat-approved
projects that aim to enhance your pet's life. From entertainment to mental
stimulation and comfort, these projects will provide endless fun and happiness for
your beloved companion.

1. DIY Cat Scratching Post

We all know how much our furry friends love to scratch. Instead of letting them
ruin your furniture, why not build them a custom scratching post? You can easily
create one using a wooden post, carpet remnants, and some sisal rope. Not only
will this project save your upholstery, but it will also provide a designated spot for
your cat to sharpen their claws.

2. Indoor Cat Garden

Bring the outdoors inside with a cat garden! Create a mini indoor garden with cat-
friendly plants like catnip, wheatgrass, and cat thyme. Cats love exploring and
chewing on plants, and these green additions will provide mental stimulation and
fresh air. Just make sure to research which plants are safe for your cat
beforehand.
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3. DIY Puzzle Feeder

Challenge your cat's problem-solving skills with a DIY puzzle feeder. Craft a
simple food dispenser using an empty plastic bottle and some treats. This project
will not only keep your cat entertained and mentally stimulated but also
encourage them to work for their food. It's a win-win!

4. Window Perch

Cats are natural born sunbathers. Give them the perfect spot to bask in the
sunlight by installing a window perch. You can either purchase a ready-made one
or create a custom window seat using a sturdy board covered with comfy
cushions. This project will provide your cat with endless entertainment and
relaxation, all while enjoying the view outside.

5. Cat Playground

Build an indoor playground for your feline friend using shelves, ramps, and
tunnels. Cats love to climb, explore, and hide, and this project will enhance their
natural instincts while keeping them physically active. Let your imagination run
wild and create a unique playground that your cat will love to explore.

6. DIY Cat Toys
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Engage your cat's playful side with homemade toys. From simple yarn balls to
interactive treat puzzles, there are endless possibilities for DIY cat toys.
Experiment with different textures, sounds, and movements to find what
captivates your cat's attention the most.

7. Cat Hammock

Who says hammocks are only for humans? Create a cozy spot for your cat to
relax and nap with a cat hammock. You can either purchase a pre-made one or
craft a custom hammock using fabric and a sturdy frame. Your cat will appreciate
this comfortable sanctuary for their much-needed catnaps.

8. Cat TV

Provide entertainment for your cat with a dedicated "Cat TV" window shelf. Place
a bird feeder or a fish tank outside the window and set up a perch for your cat to
comfortably watch the action. This project will captivate your cat's attention and
stimulate their natural hunting instincts.

9. DIY Catnip Toys

Catnip is like a magic herb for our feline friends. Sprinkle some dried catnip on a
fabric square and sew it up to create a simple catnip toy. This project will provide
endless entertainment for your cat while also promoting exercise and mental
stimulation.

10. Catio

If you want to give your cat a taste of the great outdoors while keeping them safe,
consider building a catio. A catio is an enclosed outdoor space specifically
designed for cats. It allows them to experience fresh air, sunshine, and nature
while protecting them from potential dangers. Building a catio can range from a



simple enclosure to an elaborate outdoor playground, depending on your space
and budget.

By embarking on these ten cat-approved projects, you can truly enhance the life
of your beloved pet. Not only will your cat experience endless joy and stimulation,
but you will also enjoy the satisfaction of knowing you provided them with the best
life possible as a loving and responsible pet owner. So, don't wait any longer –
start building and creating a paradise for your feline friend today!
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Problem solving for cat people.

Sure, your cat cleans itself, uses a litter box, and is happy to pitch in by ridding
your basement of the occasional unwanted rodent. But she is also a barely
domesticated wild animal whose compulsions might include shredding upholstery,
knocking over plants, and trying to dominate the “territory” you call home. How to
accommodate your pet’s feral instincts while reducing these problem areas in
your relationship? Through engineering! Conceived by aerospace engineer Mac
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Delaney, here are ten ingenious DIY projects that address the quirks of cat
behavior head-on, with results that will help both your cat and you to live happily
—together—ever after.

DIY projects include:
cat shelf
drinking fountain
cat cave
scratcher
bunk beds
treat slot machine
cat door
litter box cabinet
cat wheel 
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